IT IS LATER THAN YOU THINK

A crisis has occurred in the realm of athletics at Technology. An impasse has been reached; all depends on swift action. The question, in short, is whether or not a development of a concrete athletic program coupled with the adequate provision of room space for the greatest number of students in sports must be decided within the next few weeks.

At the meeting of the Advisory Council on Athletics, it was indicated that this question must be decided on the following report by the Athletics Study Committee of the Institute Committee.

This committee has not yet met this term, and from present indications, it is most unlikely that they will be ready by the close of the spring terms for several weeks. The next meeting of the Advisory Council is one month away. Some significant action on the matter, suggested the committee, should be taken immediately to make a list of the priorities of the funds that are available so that the athletic program may be put on a foundation.

This committee was prepared to believe that such an action will be taken, as a matter of fact, well, yet as far as is known, no meetings of this committee have been held nor have any been planned. The result was that at this week's meeting of the Council no list of priorities was prepared. The committee was informed that the full situation was understood, that all sports were crying for increased room, yet none were prepared to put up the money for these items, which would have to wait until some certain phase of the program was needed.

Dean Baker had informed the Council that one month ago the Institute was trying to get a loan from the federal government for a new physical plant and enlarged Townsend Hall sections, and that the final acquisition of these items would have to wait until some certain date, after which the Institute was needed.

The majority of the students favoring this athletic program originally began these plans for increased emphasis on the physical education programs. The present furor concerning the sports at the Institute knew exactly what this meant. The student body, to some extent, was crying for increased room, yet no one was willing to put up the money. The Institute knew exactly what was coming and knew exactly what would have to wait until some certain date, after which the money could be used.

The present impasse concerning the sports at the Institute was brought to the attention of the Athletic Study Committee. The Committee was informed that a development of a concrete athletic program coupled with adequate provision of room space for the greatest number of students in sports must be decided on within the next few weeks. The Committee was informed that this question must be decided upon within the next few weeks.

Dr. Lewin was invited to fill this new position. The Committee was informed that a new athletic director will be appointed. The Committee was informed that a representative of the student body, to serve as Assistant to the Dean for Student Affairs, will be appointed. The Committee was informed that the Advisory Council on Athletics will meet within the next few weeks to discuss this matter. The Committee was informed that the Advisory Council on Athletics will meet within the next few weeks to discuss this matter.

The committee expressed the hope that these plans will be taken into the field on March 19th because of the excessive delay. They are expected to be completed as soon as possible.

Dr. Lewin was appointed Assistant to the Dean of Students, Room 7-133, by the Council.

The committee expressed the hope that the plans will be taken into the field on March 19th because of the excessive delay. They are expected to be completed as soon as possible. The plans will be taken into the field on March 19th because of the excessive delay. They are expected to be completed as soon as possible.
WALKER IMPROVING?

Another term has started; a new, though small, freshman class has entered, and one can’t help feeling that the student body is more disorganized this year than normal. Griddle cakes have been sold every lunch hour of the past three days, the special one was the previous evening, and steak and pork chops were featured the following night. The grades of the students run from A to C, and judging by the looks of some of the fellows, the grades of the majority of the students are probably not likely to appear again for over a month. The Graduate House has been opened, and ox joints selling for only fifteen or twenty cents. These have been sold, but enough people remain the habit, or find other cafeterias too crowded or too inconveniently located. Nonetheless, large student interest in the fraternity is maintained.

We should be going out on a limb if we positively declared that this sequence is not a product of the gum-tree. Not that it will. The return of cooked-to-order steaks familiar before the war is an indication that the college has begun to make a step. If we have learned anything from the Commie’s experience it has been that the Walker management seems to have much more to do than mail service, but rather about making a profit and not about making a demand. The Commie’s small mistake has hurt him. The results of the last election indicated that Walker has much to do to convince us of that. Notable also is the fact that not only is this group, but the group is not of any particular race or religion.

The resignation of Americans to Communists has been amply evidenced and demonstrated. The party has failed to mass even a moderately large membership here and its influence on public affairs can be considered negligible. Its main harm has come from its nuisance value. Thus Communist leaders have thought the party was going to carry out in Washington. It seems a pretty safe assumption that if the party had been of any considerable size that the Communist party here has not any great power to deal with.

The question of whether Walker has turned from a college to a business to a fraternity is trying to make a good impression to get the patronage of the new students will be the most important of the coming months. If the latter is apparent, one should remember that there are three days within the three blocks of the dormitories. For instance, the dormitories, which have been sold at the same prices, and the walk from the dormitories, which is one that is apt to get too little exercise.

If the Walker management turns over a new leaf, we shall be the first to praise them. If not, an effort to accommodate life to global living.

BROTHEOOD
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The purpose of the Institute's Course in Marine Transportation (XIII-4) is to be provide professional training for positions on the ships of commercial companies and to prepare men for other activities in the marine field, as for example, port administration, insurance

Until rather recently, steamship companies have not been in the habit of drawing upon the technical schools for their personnel, primarily for the reason that, so far as we know, it is the only college course of its kind in the world.

The Institute's Course in Marine Transportation is a unique one in that, so far as we know, it is the only college course of its kind in the world.

Do not hallucinate.
**Building and Construction**

The design follows a grounding in applied mechanics and theory of structures. Problems deal with the principal types of buildings and the principal engineering materials employed in their construction.

Because of the diversity of types of construction and because of the different positions associated with them, the course in Building Design and Construction has been divided into two options: Light Construction and Heavy Construction. Both have the same basic work during the first two years and begin to be differentiated only in the third year. In the Light Construction Option emphasis is placed upon the advanced techniques of building small buildings such as detail house planning and design, and upon shop procedures, modular design, the effect of building codes and other legal restrictions upon this type of construction, and the problems associated with mass production of buildings in this field.

The Light Construction Option furthermore emphasizes the business side of construction, including the business organization and management, the building exchange, and similar activities.

**Marine Transportation**

The course in Marine Transportation is as essential for such men as for those in the purely engineering phases. Because of the diversity of types of transportation, the problems associated with them are of such magnitude, rather than the usual analytical type of problem, that the students are required to spend their fourth year at sea on a merchant ship. This is made possible by the cooperation of a number of shipping lines.

**United Fruit Co., National Bulk Freight Co., Lines for which there is a large demand for which there is a large demand for salesmen and for which there is a large demand for salesmen and for whichthere is a large demand for salesmen.**

The course in Marine Transportation serves not only to train men for positions in the field of Marine Transportation, but provides an essential background for those associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities, associated with activities.

**United Fruit Co., National Bulk Freight Co., Lines for which there is a large demand**

**M. I. T. DINING HALLS**

**Walker Memorial**

**The University Dining Hall**

**Known Throughout New England**

**SERVICE TO THE STUDENT BODY**

**The “Whitest White” Pigments from Black Ore**

**Marine Transportation**

In ship operation, the students are required to elect a course in labor relations in their junior year. Probably more graduates of the College at the present time are employed in the labor and business aspects of ship operation than in the purely engineering phases. However, a basic technical education emphasized in the course is as valuable for those in the purely engineering branches of a company as in others.

**The course in Marine Transportation**

**United Fruit Co., National Bulk Freight Co., Lines for which there is a large demand for salesmen and for whichthere is a large demand for salesmen and for whichthere is a large demand for salesmen.**
In what would seem to be the usual procedure, the Alumni Council on Athletics discussed the matter of insurance for Institute athletes at its meeting on Tuesday, however no definite decision or plan of action was taken by the Council.

The matter of insurance to cover injuries incurred in intra- and intercollegiate sports came to the fore due to an injury to a student athlete. Because it was noted that a student should pay the entire bill for such an injury, a proposal for insurance reached the Advisory Council.

At a previous meeting, Mr. Jope announced that as a result of inquiries which he had made among the insurance firms revealed that the other schools, as do most other schools, have a graphic account of the insurance situation. Dr. Farnsworth said that the Medical Department, if given the $5-$10 per person, could be used proportionately to the increase in the student body, all medical care in both athletic and non-athletic cases. The entire bill for such an injury, a matter of trouble with their high scorers, the Bobcats "will know they are beaten in price or quality. Any team a meas-
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Trackmen Take Mile Relay Win At B.A.A. Games

Compete At New York Tomorrow Evening; Frosh Show Progress

BY GUT BELL

Turning in one of the fastest heats of the meet, the Technology mile relay team started a first place against Williams and Tufts in the 40th Annual B.A.A. Relays at the Boston Garden last Saturday.

According to coach Smith, the team hit its stride to triumph in 3:31.0 minutes. Roy Hart, Ben and Jim for Tech, put the team in a good position for Jim Project to hold his place until Harry Brightman got into gear. Brightman, leading off at the lead at the first corner, opened up to five anthermen. Dave Village man a 15-yard lead. Vitalize, a scratch entry, managed to break the tape for an upset victory. Will-

Hooper's Journey To Meet Bates; Brown Here Wed.

Tomorrow the Tech basketball squad will journey up to Lewiston, Maine, to clash with Bates in the first encounter of the new term. The Bobcats will battle the Bulldogs, ac-
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The election meeting of the A. S. will be held on Thursday, February 21, 1947, at 7:30 P. M. in Faculty Lounge. It has been announced by Coach Knapp that contrary to rumors, there are more than forty leaguers available for students in the locker room at Alumni Pool.
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Dr. Wiener To Talk On Moral Issues
Will Lecture To Hillel On Scientific Morality

Professor Herbert J. Wiener, who made news of nationwide interest last month by withholding vital information destined for war use, will present a lecture this afternoon on "The Lag Between Sociological and Scientific Developments." The lecture, under the auspices of the Hillel Foundation, will take place in Eastman Hall, Room 4-120, at 5:00 P.M.

The furor that may well be known in the future as "Wiener's Rebellion" resulted when he cancelled a scheduled address before a symposium on calculating machinery that took place at Harvard University, January 8, 1947. He felt that the information he was expected to divulge at that time might "do damage in the hands of irresponsible militarists." This action was in support of a letter written by him and published in the Atlanta Monthly magazine entitled "A Scientist Rebels." In the talk open to all Technology this afternoon he will raise further the issue of moral responsibility for the application of scientific discoveries to the "bombing and poisoning of defenseless people."

Also on the list of activities of the Hillel Society are a series of discussions and a symposium, to which all students are cordially invited. The first of the series of six talks carries the same work in materials as the Heavy Construction Option. Dr. Wiener takes up the engineering design and construction details of large and heavy buildings emphasizing the structural analysis of buildings of this nature, structural details, and the methods of erection. Both options carry the same work in materials.

Graduate work leads to a Master's Degree in Building Engineering and Construction. Courses of study may lead in two principal directions, structural design or materials, although the two fields may be combined. There is also opportunity for graduate work, particularly in the fields of construction management and superintendence. For the work in materials, laboratory facilities for research in cementitious and similar materials and in organic materials, particularly plastic, is being built up and expanded. The advanced structural design offers an opportunity to become acquainted with the techniques in the analysis and design of complex structures. Graduates of this course have found employment in highly diversified fields. The majority have gone into construction or some closely related fields, many as principals in construction firms of their own. Others have gone into other fields, particularly research and manufacture of materials of construction and engineering design of buildings of all types. A number are in government service, either in government research laboratories or with the armed forces, particularly in the engineering branch. By no means are all in construction and related fields. Like graduates of other departments, graduates of Building Engineering and Construction have gone into fields only remotely or less remotely connected with construction. Their basic engineering training gave them an excellent foundation for their chosen work.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

Friday, February 14, 1947

NAT HOLMAN FOR 28 YEARS
BASKETBALL COACH OF CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK.
Dedication rites at Sampson college, Geneva, N.Y., Gov. Thomas Dewey paints his autograph on the hood of the "Mugwump," auto owned by D. Field. Field is shown hiding behind the pipe. The paint was used for "long life."

Brotherly advice is given by Dr. Everett Case (left), president of Colgate university, to James H. Case, Jr., who was inaugurated as president of Washington and Jefferson college the day before his fortieth birthday. They are the sons of J. Herbert Case, former chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

Snow Week

 ful and practical too are these ski suits being worn by University of Minnesota coeds in a Snow preview. The event is being held this month for the first time since the war. Activities include snow-shoeing, sledding and snow modeling.

The picture was taken at the Theodore Wirth chalet in Minneapolis. From left to right are Ann Williams, Donna Eide and Arlene Anderson, Miss Minnesota of 1945.

Sam Tolkoff, No. 31, of Long Island university, leaps in the air in a vain effort to tip the ball into the basket during the second half of the game with Texas. Texas' Dan Wagner is shown as he dropped under Tolkoff. The visitors won, 47-46, at Madison Square Garden.
PERSONALITIES

Although blind since birth, John E. Chiles excels on a full program at Hendrix college. Conway, Ark. He plays piano by Braille, is an avid sports fan, and honor student and student leader.

Joseph Weisberger, Brown university senior, looked like an ad for a lifetime pen when he portrayed the role of Shylock in the "Merchant of Venice." Sock and Buskin, undergraduate dramatic group, is presenting a series of Shakespearian plays to sell-out audiences.

Awards a Lord and Lady Henry fellowship at Cambridge in 1943, J. K. Talbot just got around to enter school after a three-year hitch in the U. S. Navy. A Yale grad, he was awarded the scholarship by the combined faculties of Harvard and Yale.

When news photos failed to materialize at a Bethesda college, West Virginia, party, photographer Erwin S. Kovel set his camera and then ran up the stairs to get into the picture with his gate, Agnes O'Mara. It was some run as the streamers go from the third to the ground floor.

Clothing shortages were dramatized during initiation at State college, Cape Girardeau, Mo. The coat attached to the picture failed to come when he could have gone, but opinion is that it would not be far in that outfit.

Shades of WPA were seen on the Florida Southern college campus when school dignitaries broke ground for its $125,000 administration building designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Leaning on the shovels are James V. Harverman, student body president; Dr. J. C. Pelt, dean of the college; the Rev. O. A. Murphy, Methodist representative; Harold S. Sinn, secretary-treasurer, board of trustees, and Dr. W. G. Flicker, director. The steam shovel had not come to hit races, the columns would still have a long way to go.
Students at Ohio University show surprise and regret at finding that their student newspaper would not come out as scheduled. The staff resigned because policies of the Campus Affairs committee were not in accord with theirs.

**They Travelled 39,600 Miles**

Altogether these six foreign students at Columbia university came a total of 39,600 miles from their native countries to attend school. They are (sitting, from left to right): Miss Ann Sano, from Calcutta, India; a student in Graduate School; Miss Anne Delherness, of Paris, France; a senior undergraduate; and Miss Choau Chen Dong, Shanghai, China, and engineering student; Standing: Wilhelm Aubert, Oslo, Norway; Martin S. Allwood, MuliTjo, Sweden, and Athanasios Tsolakis, Athens, Greece.

**David vs. Goliath on Ice!**

Watch what happens when ice-boating champion Art Siebke matches his 13-foot iceboat against one of the giants of the sport.

On the last leg of last year's ice-bowls bowl, Champion Siebke (E-123) is trapped in the "wind shadow" of his opponent's larger sail.

 över mile out from the direct course, the champion comes about on a starboard tack and closes on to cut off his opponent.

**Racing rules provide that yachts on port tack must give way and cross the bow of the starboard tacker.**

**Experience taught me:**

The big difference in cigarette quality.

I learned that Camels suit my 'T-Zone' best.

**Your 'T-Zone' will tell you.**

1. For Taste: There's a reason why
Camels are the number one cigarette... because they're number one. See if Camels suit your 'T-Zone.'

2. For Price: There's a reason why
Camels are the number one cigarette... because they're number one. See if Camels suit your 'T-Zone.'

3. For Performance: There's a reason why
Camels are the number one cigarette... because they're number one. See if Camels suit your 'T-Zone.'
Going to and from work has its ups and downs for Mrs. Shirley Blackwood, secretary to C. E. Bilheimer, athletic director at Gettysburg College. She must use a ladder to go to her office in the morning in order not to cut through the men’s quarters in the gymnasium. Government housing units were planned to alleviate the housing shortage, but to date they have not been completed. More than 200 students are living in the gym.

In 1815, Timothy Alden journeyed to Meadville, Pa., by flatboat and founded Allegheny College. Today, freshman John Alden Page, a fifth-generation descendant of the founder, finds himself right at home as he checks the family portrait.

Student-teacher coffee hours are a usual part of campus life, but it takes on an unusual angle at Ohio Wesleyan when student John Aker and instructor Olsen get together. He knew her 17 years ago when they met on their first day of school in Canton. Conversation always gets around to old times.

Wittenberg college’s honorary Alumna Mason is just another customer for Dick Mason, as he works his way through school as a service station attendant. But after work, it’s a different matter for the attractive student leader is none other than Mrs. Mason.

If you’re on the spot with your camera when news breaks, send your pictures to: Collegiate Digest, 18 Journalism Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14. You will receive $3.00 for each picture used. Send glossy prints. Don’t forget to include postage if you want your pic returned.